Abstract. This paper demonstrates that an old but very powerful and very general mathematical technique, the perturbation method, may be used to investigate such a modern application as parametric amplification. All possible pumping frequencies are predicted without recourse to any specialized procedures.
Thus the input is periodic and has an angular frequency u. Our problem is to find a periodic solution to (1.2) having this same frequency. We propose to do this by means of the perturbation method. For this purpose we assume that K is the perturbation parameter and write: We note that since $ = wt, we want a periodic solution to Equation (1.7) with a period of 2t. Thus our solution must be of the form i0 = G sin $ + H cos $, (1.8) and (1.7) will have this periodic solution provided
This condition is imposed because we requested a solution having the same frequency as the input signal. The coefficient of K1 gives us the equation
We must substitute into (1.10), i0 and its derivatives as given by (1. Before we can integrate (1.12) we must replace the trigonometric product terms by trigonometric sums. Thus, sin 2$ sin $ = 2 sin2 $ cos $ = 2(cos $ -cos3 $) = 2 cos $ -2(3/4 cos $ + 1/4 cos 3$) = 1/2 cos $ -1/2 cos 3$.
(1-13) Likewise, sin 2$ cos $ = 1/2 sin $ + 1/2 sin 3$, cos 2$ cos $ = +1/2 cos $> + 1/2 cos 3$, cos 2$ sin $ = -1/2 sin $+ 1/2 sin 3$. The terms in sin $ and cos $ on the right side of (1.14) will ruin the periodicity of ix . 
To realize some of the significance of this result consider the following special cases.
Case I.
1. The system operates at a constant frequency w = co0, so that wj = 0.
2. The input is KA sin ut, i.e. 5 = 0. Equations (1.15) become: 
Letting Q = u0L0/R Equation (1.25) becomes:
Thus, for Case I, the system is an amplifier provided KQ/2 < 1.
Case II.
1. The input is KA sin ut, i.e. B = 0.
2. The system's frequency may vary from co0 by an amount of Aw. We note from Eq. (1.4) that to the first power in K CO = C00 "t" Kooi = C00 + AcO, so that 
The non-degenerate case. Pumping frequencies. A common form of the parametric amplifier is shown in Fig. 2 . Its operation depends on the nonlinearity of the element common to all three circuits. In this case it is a nonlinear inductance. In other cases, it might be a nonlinear capacitance. Having chosen a nonlinear inductance, we realize that the nonlinearity is introduced by the B-H curve and that the shape of this curve determines, therefore, the characteristics of the amplifier. If we choose an analytical representation for the B-H curve, the characteristics of the amplifier will be determined by the parameters in this representation. Because of hysteresis, the B-H curve is actually a loop as shown in Fig. 3 . If, however, the two branches of this loop are fairly close The circuit of Fig. 2 consists of three loops and would, therefore, ordinarily be represented by three equations. However, in operation the branches are so tuned that each current remains essentially in its own branch and the sum of the three currents passes through the common nonlinear element. Thus, the signal loop can be described by the single equation
in which L = La[ 1 + 0(7)] is the nonlinear inductance, 7 the total current through inductance {i, + ii + ip), i, the current in signal loop, i( the current in idle loop, iv the current in pump loop, R the total resistance in signal loop, C the capacity in signal loop, E the applied voltage, i.e. signal input voltage. Equation (2.7) can be differentiated once more to give a differential equation of the form
For this equation to describe the current i, in the signal loop, the other currents, ii and ip must be predetermined. This can be achieved by making iv = EJZV , where 7?" is the voltage applied to the pump circuit and Zv is the impedance of the pump circuit. If both of these quantities are known, iv is known. Upon drawing the idle circuit as shown in Fig. 5 , we note that the current i{ is determined by ENL/Z[ where ENL is the potential across the nonlinear element and Z[ is the impedance of the resistance and capacitance of the idle circuit. Z\ is known and ENL can be determined from
(2.9) We resort to the following obvious mode of attack. We examine Eq. (2.12) term by term, and for each term we determine whether or not there is a relationship between i, , i{, i" such that the term in question will cause amplification when substituted in Eq. (2.8). Consider once again Eq. (2.7). After differentiation by t this becomes If we consider (2.12) term by term, the L used in (2.13) can be written as: where is the frequency of current in the idle circuit, coP the frequency of current in the pump circuit, and d2j/d<p' = co~ ~2d2j/dt2 = function of coj and oip . The solution of (2.23) therefore contains the frequencies co" ■\CL0)-1/2, co, and «, • We remember, however, that the signal circuit is tuned so that it does not contain appreciable currents of frequencies co,-and co" . Thus, by making co» and co, greatly different than coq l(CL0)~1/2, Eq. (2.23) is essentially w + cbj--"' (2-25>
In the variable $, the input has the frequency 1, and if we desire to have a solution with the same frequency we note from Eq. ( We must now insure that Eq. (2.29) has a periodic solution. This requires that the coefficients be zero for any terms on the right whose frequency is 1. The last two terms are 1 = ii + % = Ci sin (w,2 + ©0 + c" sin (co"i + ©"), /" = \ ji = -sin («,•« + ©,) sin (topt + ©").
CO dt CO CO
Thus, the term -2co1/"/co0 will introduce currents of frequencies co,-and co" . We have, of course, required that there be no such currents in the signal circuit. This can be Thus the terms in the expansion will yield Fourier components of frequencies as follows:
il -» 2«, il -> 2uit il -> 2up
2i0ii -^u-j-ui and u -u{, 2i0ip ->u + uP and u -up, 2ixip ->Ui + up and u{ -up.
Case II :n = 2.
(/ + io)"+1 = (io + /)3 = il + 3t'o/ + 3i0/2 + f = il + 3il(ii + ip) + 3 i0(i2i + 2 i.zjj) + (t'J + 3 i\iv + 3 i&l + il).
io -> co and 3co, 3ioi< -» 2co + co< and 2co -co( and to{, Bilip -» 2co + 01D and 2co -co2 and cop, -»co + 2co,-and co -2co; and co, 6i»'p -> [co + («,-+ «,)] and [to -(to,-+ co,)],
-> co -f-2t0j, and coB and co -2coP and co, -» co; and 3co,-, -» (2coj + cop) and 2co, -co" and co", 3i,ip -»co, + 2cop and co,--2cop and co,-, ip ->co" and 3cop.
Case III: n = 3.
(J + ioT+1 = (io + /)4 = it + 4 f0f + 6ioT + 4i"f + f = io + 4io(i< + ip) + 6io(i,-+ ip)2 + 4i0(t'i + iP)3 + (i< + kY do + ft -io + 4t'oii + 4t'oip + 6i'o(^i + 2i,-ip + zp)2 + 4i0(i1 + 3z,ip + 3i,i~p + tp) + (i,-+ ipT Consider these terms one by one to determine the possible frequencies listed below.
io * (0 + 2co)(0 + 2co) = 2COj 4cO, 4:ilii = (co + 3co)cO; -» CO =fc CO,-, 3cO ± CO;,
iilip --> co ± cop, 3co ± Up, Gi'oi2, = (0 + 2co)(0 + 2co<) -> 0, 2co, 2co,-, 2co ± co,-, I2iliiip = (0 + 2co)(co,-)(coP) -» (co< + 2co ± co,)(cop) = co< ± co", (2co =fc to,) ± cop 6itil -» 0, 2co, 2coP, 2co ± 2coP, 4i0l-->co, ± co, 3co,-± co, 12i0iiip -> co ± co", (2co,-± co) ± coP, 12i0iii2 -> co,-rfc co, (2coP =fc co,-) db co, Aiail -> cop d= co, 3cop ± co, t'i -» 2co,-, 4co;, <±i\iv -> co; ± cop, 3cov ± co", -» 0, 2co,-, 2coP, 2co,-=fc 2coP, 4i<ip -* Up ± coi; 3cop ± co,-, -» 2c0p, 4cOp.
We see, therefore, that without further restrictions there are many ways to introduce terms of frequency co. One way is to require that Wp = co -co,-(2.37) without any fixed integral relationships between the frequencies. This results in a contribution from the term 2itip from Case I and the term from Case III. Assuming that the Case I term adequately represents the nonlinearity, we consider only the term is the best phase relationship in the sense that it will give the maximum output. We are given A and B by the input, and, therefore, Eq. (2.45) determines <7. The maximum amplitude of the current which flows in the pump circuit determines c" . For any particular system c" is determined by the voltage applied to the pump. Thus c" is known.
The value of c,-, the maximum amplitude of the current which flows in the idle circuit, is determined by the parameters of the idle circuit and the emf across the nonlinear element. The idle circuit is shown in Fig. 5 . The emf ENL across the nonlinear element is given by Provided we supply a current through the pump and have nonlinearity in the inductance, we have an amplifier. We note the gain to this approximation does not depend on the input amplitude. We have just completed an example of an amplifier pumped directly. They can, however, also be pumped subharmonically. If we return to the nonlinear terms introduced by Case III, we find listed the possible frequencies. Two terms interest us at this time:
6i*il -» 2w( ± and 4i.il -* 3gj" ± co,-. (2.64)
Suppose we choose pump and idle frequencies in such a manner that 2co< ± 2co" = ±co or specifically 2co" = 2co< + co. we have the results given in Fig. lb of this report. Thus, the perturbation technique leads once again to some well known results. By substituting the values of the currents into Equations (2.64) the gains could be solved for as in our previous example. The perturbation method is so general and so powerful that it can be used to determine the pumping frequencies which result in amplification for all types of parametric amplifiers (8) . It readily predicts the following well known cases:
co" = co -oh up converter type, co" = co + cox negative resistance type, co" = co + co degenerate type, 2co" = 2coi + co \ subharmonic pumping, 3co" = Wj + co j subharmonic pumping.
Many other pumping frequencies are indicated and some might be worthy of further consideration. The important point here is that all are suggested by the same general method, namely the perturbation method.
